
Poetry Analysis Level 8  

Hawk Roosting – Justin Romero-Edwards 9B  

This poem is about a hawk who is looking around for prey. He is sat in a tree – probably a nest, 

resting (roosting).  It describes what a hawk could be thinking of and personifies him. It makes the 

hawk seem powerful and in control because of the words and phrases that are used.  

The poem is somebody’s opinion on what the hawk would be thinking while it is roosting. From the 

text the hawk is portrayed as being proud, arrogant – he thinks he rules the world. A lot of people 

think the meaning of the poem is to sit with a human killer – using the bird as a metaphor for the 

extreme state of mind of a potential human killer., this is very apparent in the line, “I kill where I 

please because it is all mine.”  The violent mood of the stanzas also contributes to the metaphor of a 

human killer. For example the line “my manners are tearing up heads.”  The hawk imagines itself as 

being God like; untouchable, unchallengeable,, in charge – these are all things that a psychotic killer 

could be thinking before he commits murder for example. The quotes “Now I hold Creation in my 

foot”, “My eye has permitted no change” and “The allotment of death” show that the hawk thinks 

he is powerful. Also, these three quotes are why sometimes people think this poem is a metaphor 

for world leaders.  The hawk is also portrayed to be arrogant, which we know a killer is for taking 

another human’s life. We can see he is arrogant in the quote “… because it is all mine”, “my eye has 

permitted no change,” and with the confident phrase, “The sun is behind me.” 

The poem consists of six stanzas that each have four lines and they all look very uniform and all 

consist of around twenty five to thirty words. There is no change of form throughout the poem. This 

is too with the hawk not allowing or ‘permitting’ change and is content with the way things are. The 

lines are fairly short with many ending with full stops – for example every line in the last stanza ends 

with a full stop. Full stopped lines suggest the hawk would not put up with any arguments.  

The writer using personification such as “sophistry”, a word that is normally applied to a human and 

gives us a different image in our heads of a sophisticated hawk. In the third stanza the word 

“Creation” has been used with a capital ‘C’, which is what is done when writing about God – it is 

synonymous.  The writer uses juxtaposition on lines 10-12 to show the contrast of the reality of life 

for the hawk (“rough”) with how the hawk is thinking, that the hawk is somehow special, “took the 

whole of Creation to produce my foot, each feather.” This last quote also doesn’t contribute to the 

violence of the poem.  

Repetition is used by the hawk to refer to itself throughout the poem, this shows how egocentric 

and self centred the bird is. The writer shows that the hawk had a lot of hubris. For example, we see 

this in the fourth stanza, “because it is all mine”, and also in the last stanza, “the sun is behind me.”  


